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Behind the Scenes of the 
European Beer Star
THE “OSCARS” FOR BEER | The European Beer Star is considered 

to be one of  the most successful and established beer competitions 

of  its kind. Since its inception, the number of  breweries entering 

beer has been growing steadily along with the number of  style 

categories. To manage such an event, the organization has to be 

well thought out. After all, all of  the beers in the competition must 

not only arrive in the best possible condition, they must also be 

coded so that the members of  the tasting panel do not know who 

brewed them. How does it work? We visited Doemens Academy in 

Gräfelfing, Germany, to have a look behind the scenes at the prepa-

rations leading up to the European Beer Star.

THE EUROPEAN BEER STAR has been 
held since 2004 by the Verband der Privaten 
Brauereien Bayern e.V. (Association of  Pri-
vate Breweries in Bavaria) of  Munich, Ger-
many. While “only” around 270 beers were 
entered in the first year, this number has 
increased almost ten-fold over the last four-
teen years. The staff  at Doemens in Gräfel-
fing must work industriously in the back-
ground to handle this massive amount of  
beer. There, they make sure that the tasting 
runs smoothly. The effort involved in caring 
for the beers submitted to the competition 

is considerable. During our visit, we spoke 
with Björn Bleier of  the Doemens Academy, 
who is primarily responsible for organizing 
the competition. He described the effort in-
volved in staging this type of  event and ex-
plained how the beers are treated upon ar-
rival in Gräfelfing.

lA Job for Doemens

At the time of  our visit in mid-July 2017, 
the registration and submission phase for 
the European Beer Star 2017 was already 
well underway in Gräfelfing. For a good two-

week period, different beers from all over the 
world are delivered to Doemens Academy. 
Although more than 2000 entries were 
submitted in 2017, the situation is still man-
ageable. The only indications of  the beehive 
of  activity on the horizon are a few plastic 
crates of  beer, the refrigerated containers 
(figs. 1, 2) for storing the beer and two tents 
for receiving beer deliveries, where the en-
tries are sorted and assigned numeric codes. 
“We normally have eight people working to 
process the beer entries: two people unpack 
the beer, two are responsible for labeling the 
beer and four others move the beer into the 
refrigerated containers and sort it. During 
the preparations leading up to the Euro-
pean Beer Star, this team puts in anywhere 
from 1300 to 1500 hours of  work”. Bleier 
adds that they haven’t reached the limit yet. 
“Space is tight, but there is still a little more 
room. There is enough space for one more 
refrigerated container on the property.” 
It is also immediately apparent that organ-
izing the European Beer Star is no small task 
and this is even more evident after taking a 
look at the 2017 figures: 2151 entries from 
46 countries were submitted in a total of  
60 categories. The first priority is to keep a 
good overview of  the entire process. “In the 
beginning, we tried to spread the responsi-
bilities among several people. This turned 

Fig. 1  The beer entries are stored here until the competition: refriger-

ated storage containers at Doemens Academy

Fig. 2  Efficiently stored, organized and anonymous – a peek at the 

beer entries in cold storage, shortly before the rounds of tasting begin
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out to be unsuccessful. The more people 
involved, the more possibility there is for er-
ror,” recalls Bleier. So since that time, all of  
the preparations have been under the super-
vision of  a single person: Bleier.

lBottled Beer is Preferable

For each of  the 2151 entries, a minimum 
of  six liters of  beer has to be submitted. The 
volume is dependent on the type of  contain-
er; however, bottled beer is most desirable. 
Twelve half-liter bottles are sufficient, while 
18 are necessary for beer filled in 0.33 liter 
bottles. In principle, almost any type of  con-
tainer up to five-liter cans is possible. “But in 
this case, a total of  six liters is not enough! 
The beers are tasted over multiple rounds. 
The maximum is four rounds plus a sam-
ple to be stored for later reference. So those 
submitting their beer in five-liter cans must 
send in a total of  five cans,” explains Bleier. 
This is why bottles are preferred.

Similarly, there is also a clear preference 
when it comes to packing material for entries 

sent by post. Several of  the samples were en-
closed in a special styrofoam packaging ma-
terial. “Yes, it is available, but strongly dis-
couraged,” says Bleier with a grin on his face. 
“Just to name one figure: each day, we dis-
pose of  approximately two containers of  pa-
per trash and twenty sacks of  plastic trash.” 
Bleier also adds that beer sent in cardboard 
boxes and packed in styrofoam takes much 
more time to unpack. “Around ten times 
as long compared to beer which arrives in 
a plastic crate, from which one can simply 
remove the bottles.” Based on their experi-
ence at Doemens, shipping beer in plastic 
beer crates (such as those commonly used 
in Germany) is still the best option and the 
safest. This method results in the lowest in-
cidence of  breakage. As a rule, beer shipped 
in a plastic crate generally doesn’t bother the 
postal staff  either. “Interestingly, the postal 
service staff  is more reluctant to accept a 
beer crate filled with beer by itself  than one 
that has been placed in a box. A crate of  beer 
packed in a box is cheaper to send than the 

crate of  beer by itself, because a crate of  beer 
is classified as a bulky item while the box can 
be sent as a normal parcel.” To put it plainly: 
place the beer bottles in a plastic beer crate 
if  possible, secure the bottles by covering 
them with a board and fasten it to the crate 
with a couple of  cable ties. Then put the case 
in a cardboard box of  a suitable size and the 
package is ready to send (figs. 3, 4). This prin-
ciple should also work for those submitting 
beer from outside of  Germany; however, one 
should expect that customs will often show 
an interest in the contents.

lNothing to Declare for Customs?

“Yes, of  course all beers which come from 
outside the EU must go through customs. 
And the customs process is very dependent 
on the customs officials at the point of  entry. 
Some want to know exactly what is in the 
package, its monetary value, the reason it is 
being sent to Germany or what the original 
gravity of  the beer is,” cautions Bleier. In the 
worst-case scenario, the package will not be 

Fig. 5  Each beer entry receives a unique number Fig. 6  Each beer to be tasted in the competition is marked with an 

additional label bearing its participant number as well as the tasting 

number

Fig. 3  Simple, but effective: securely packing beer cases Fig. 4  Secured beer cases placed in a cardboard box: competition en-

tries submitted in this way should make it safely to Gräfelfing
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released by customs. “This has never hap-
pened, but we did have a situation where a 
package was held up in customs for a very 
long time. Unfortunately, the beer could no 
longer be in the competition. We did, how-
ever, taste it and evaluate it sensorially so we 
could at least give the brewery feedback re-
garding their beer,” recollects Bleier.

Problems with customs can often be 
traced back to the fact that some brewer-
ies do not enclose the correct documents in 
their package. For instance, Bleier recom-
mends that all breweries list the original 
gravity of  the beer in their documentation. 
And if  the package is held up in the customs 
office, most customs officers tend to be rea-
sonable when provided with the explana-
tion that the beer is being sent to Doemens to 
take part in a beer competition. “For brew-
eries located within driving distance, I rec-
ommend that they deliver the beer directly 
to us. Then the beer can be immediately un-
packed and sorted for storage.”

lNo Tricks

“Otherwise, there are no tricks. And defi-
nitely none that allow one entry to gain an 
unfair advantage over another. Each beer 
receives the same treatment.” With this 
statement, Bleier addresses a point that is es-
pecially important for many participants in 
the competition. All of  the beers submitted 
to the European Beer Star competition are 
coded with numbers, so that the judges only 
know which beer they have in front of  them 
by the number on the container. This is a key 
aspect of  the competition. “When breweries 
register for the competition, they receive a 
unique number for each beer submitted. A 
tasting number is then assigned to the brew-
ery’s number. There is no system used to link 

these numbers; they are assigned virtually 
randomly. We take a number and label the 
bottles with this number. An additional la-
bel is applied to each bottle” (figs. 5, 6). The 
bottles are then sent into the tasting rounds 
and evaluated based on these two numbers. 
“This ensures that while the judges are eval-
uating the beers, they do not know which 
brewery has brewed the beer,” explains 
Bleier (figs. 7, 8).

A total of  2151 entries, each with two 
assigned numbers, must be coordinated 
perfectly in order to trace the beers back 
at the end of  the competition. Isn’t there 
some confusion from time to time? “Yes, 
sometimes it is difficult to keep an eye on 
everything at once,” admits Bleier smiling. 
He offers the participants reassurances in 
his explanation of  the system for checking 
submissions: “After the entry deadline has 
passed, it is important to check the work 
done up to that point. Is the correct beer re-
ally tagged with the correct label in the prop-
er case? This is another two days of  work for 
two people. Based on our experience, we can 

assure you that very few mistakes are made. 
The last time we checked the beer stored in 
the containers, at the most, we found five 
to ten beers that had not been sorted cor-
rectly.”

lTimely Delivery

Here is the next important point for those 
entering the competition: Does Doemens 
take measures to ensure that the beers 
are treated well in order to maintain the 
highest quality possible until the judging 
is over? An outdoor courtyard full of  beer 
samples at summer temperatures doesn’t 
exactly bode well for a positive outcome. Of  
course at peak times, it may take longer for 
the beers to reach the refrigerated contain-
ers in some instances. And even with Doe-
mens’ diligent staff  members, no one could 
be prepared for the onslaught of  deliveries 
arriving right before the deadline expires. 
In response to this concern, Björn Bleier of-
fers brewers a further tip: “Those who send 
their beers in during the first half  of  the 
submission period can assume that after 

Fig. 7  The tasting number is displayed on the tasting glasses – the 

judges are not provided any further information

Fig. 8  The beers are poured in a separate room; the judges do not 

know which beers are being tasted

Fig. 9  

And now it is time to 

taste the beer!
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the beer is delivered, it will take about two or 
three hours for the beer to be placed in cold 
storage. “Past experience has shown that 
around 60 percent of  the beers arrive with-
in the last three days prior the deadline. This 
means that the parking area is not as freely 
accessible as it looks now, but is covered 
with beer deliveries. Ultimately, we follow a 
“first in, first out” approach. The beers that 
are delivered first are also the first ones to 
be sorted and placed in cold storage.” Thus, 
the logistical challenge is addressed in the 
fairest way possible. It is also an unmistak-
able appeal to brewers to send in their sub-
missions early. “If  a brewery sends in a beer, 
it should be able to withstand two weeks 
of  refrigerated storage without losing any 
quality.”

lCategorically Speaking

The level of  quality of  the beers entered in 
the competition is also expected to be high 
again this year. However, submissions in 
each category are slightly different com-
pared to those of  the previous year. “This 
year, due to the season, there have been few-
er bock beers coming in, but in their place, 
more IPAs and pale ales,” reports Bleier. “At 
the moment, sour beers are very trendy,” 
he notes. Since last year, IPA has been the 
strongest category – ahead of  pilsner, helles 
or weissbier. “Of  course, weissbier for exam-
ple, can be subdivided by color into pale, am-
ber and dark categories. IPA is further divid-
ed into traditional and modern styles. If  you 
consider a block in its entirety, weissbier still 
has the highest number of  entries. Looking 

at individual categories, it is nevertheless 
clear that IPAs outnumber any single style 
category.”

We were curious to see which beers 
came out on top in their respective catego-
ries in 2017. In any case, everything was 
done behind the scenes to ensure that all 
of  the beers entered in the competition get 
a fair shot at being a winner. The results 
were announced on September 13 at the 
2017 drinktec international trade fair in 
Munich. Those who could not attend the 
awards ceremony received information on 
their ranking from the Verband der Privaten 
Brauereien (http://private-brauereien.de/
ebs-en/). For those at Doemens, after the fi-
nal round of  tasting was completed, it was 
finally time to relax and enjoy a beer. CH


